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MANAGER OF OPERATIONS - Calgary 

Job Description 

 

As an integral part of the organization, the Manager of Operations (MO) - Calgary is responsible for the 
successful program coordination and development of the Basically Babies Layette Program in Calgary, 
according to the strategic direction set by the President and the Board of Directors.   

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The MO - Calgary position is newly-developed and will commence as a part-time position located in our 
Calgary office/warehouse.  It involves building and developing the new Calgary Layette Program and 
reporting directly to the President.  Specific responsibilities of the Calgary MO include, but are not limited to, 
the following: 
 

Management 

 Participate at meetings as a member of the Management Team;  

 Participate as a member of the Strategic Planning Team; 

 Participate in the budgeting process; 

 Help to ensure that Basically Babies’ vision and mandate are followed within the organization; 

 Inform and recommend solutions to the President and other members of the Management Team 
regarding both internal and external operational issues that affect the organization; 

 Communicate regularly with the President and other members of the Management Team 
regarding all aspects of the organization's operational activities;  

 Develop a set of action plans, together with the Strategic Planning Team, that supports and realizes 
the objectives detailed in the Strategic Plan;  

 Develop and foster effective communications with the management, staff and volunteers; and 

 Prepare monthly status reports detailing all tasks and activities accomplished, in progress and 
anticipated in the next month in addition to any problems or issues. 

 
 
Program Management and Development 
 

 Develop and build relationships with current and new Calgary supporters, donors, volunteers and 
corporate groups; 

 Advocate for Basically Babies and the new work in Calgary; 

 Prepare presentations/tours about the work of Basically Babies in Calgary; 

 Oversee, organize and administer the distribution of quality layettes; 

 Evaluate the Calgary Layette Program on an ongoing basis for continuous development and 
enhancement; 

 Prepare procedures, for approval by the Management Team, and recommend changes as 
appropriate; 

 Provide budgetary information for the President and Management Team on operational 
requirements on an annual basis or as  requested;  

 Assist in fund-raising activities and endeavors; and 

 Participate in regular status update meetings. 
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Team Work & Communication 

 

 Embrace, support, and promote the vision and strategic plan of the organization; 

 Work cooperatively and collaboratively with Edmonton staff/management in all areas of 
warehouse and inventory management; 

 Provide regular updates to the President and/or members of the Management Team regarding 
warehouse activities; 

 Communicate effectively with management, co-workers and volunteers; 

 Use and promote technology to aid communication and operations; and 

 Prepare status reports detailing all tasks and activities accomplished, in- progress and anticipated 
in the next month in addition to any problems or issues. 
 
 

Warehouse/Inventory Management and Development 
 

 Recruit new organizations and individuals to do inventory/donation drives; 

 Prepare text and photos for Calgary social media;  

 Coordinate and oversee warehousing and  inventory components of the Calgary warehouse;  

 Prepare inventory shipping reports;  

 Ensure warehouse is organized, presentable, and safe at all times; 

 Organize the timing, quantity, and spacing of donations into warehouse; 

 Monitor warehouse space and quantities of give-away, mending, and/or stain boxes in a ‘green’ 
and resourceful manner; 

 Develop new systems, if required,  to maintain warehouse consistency;  

 Assess quality and nature of donations used as inventory; 

 Monitor inventory tracking system accuracy; 

 Understand inventory levels and work with Edmonton Manager of Operations to help generate 
sufficient levels of layette supplies; 

 Coordinate the year-end inventory count; 

 Ensure continued development of inventory techniques and processes for donated items and the 
warehouse in a safe and secure manner; and 

 Oversee purchased and donated layette supplies. 
 

Volunteer Management and Development 

 

 Recruit additional volunteers to fill available volunteer spots; 

 Oversee the development of a valuable and functional volunteer program; 

 Oversee the successful day-to-day management of Basically Babies volunteers; 

 Ensure that all volunteers receive an orientation to the organization and that appropriate training 
is provided;  

 Ensure that all volunteers are trained in and follow all health and safety protocols;  

 Coach and mentor volunteers as appropriate to improve performance and commitment; 

 Manage Basically Babies warehousing and inventory related volunteers; 

 Ensure volunteer levels match work load; 

 Orient, develop, and train new and existing volunteers through daily shadowing and 
participation in volunteer training sessions; 

 Identify, prepare, and coordinate daily, work night, and group volunteer tasks; 

 Coach and mentor volunteers as appropriate to improve performance and commitment; and 
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 Work with the other Basically Babies staff to ensure the volunteer experience is meaningful and 
fun. 

 
Education and Experience Requirements 
 
The individual in the position of Calgary MO  is a manager who is experienced, knowledgeable, and educated 
in business management or non-profit management.  This individual is a team leader, a strong communicator 
with excellent oral and written communication skills, is personable, is able to work independently, and is able 
to manage his/her time and work effectively.   
 
The Calgary MO is a person of honesty and integrity who also understands the compassionate nature of the 
charitable work of Basically Babies.  The Calgary MO also possesses strong relationship-building skills, 
organizational skills, and the ability to oversee volunteers. 
 

Position Requirements: 
 

 Degree or diploma in Non-profit Management or Business Management from a recognized 
college or university 

 5-7 years of comprehensive management experience 

 Excellent management skills; 

 Excellent budgeting and financial management skills;  

 Excellent verbal communication skills; 

 Excellent written communication skills;  

 Demonstrated history of charitable/volunteer work including experience in managing 
volunteers; and 

 Excellent working knowledge and demonstrated use of the following Microsoft Office products: 
Outlook, Word, Excel, Powerpoint 

 Excellent people skills 

 Highly motivated and takes initiative 
 

Work Hours/Office Time/Timesheets 
 
The Calgary MO will commence as a part-time position (20-24 hours/week) with work hours to generally be 
weekly on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. Bi-monthly weeknights and occasional weekend commitments 
may also be required for special activities or events.  
 

Salary & Benefits/Performance Reviews 
 
Salary and benefits will be commensurate with experience. The first three months of the Calgary MO position 
will be on a probationary basis as per normal new employee situations.   At the end of three months a 
performance review will be completed.  Further to this, performance reviews will be completed annually or as 
required. 
 
It is expected that the relationship will be conducted with open communication and integrity and that any ideas, 
issues, or concerns will be directed by each party to the other as they arise.   
 
 
How to Apply 

To apply for the position of Calgary MO, please email a cover letter and a professional resume (including 
references) to Shannon Stewart, President, via email to (shannon.stewart@basicallybabies.org). Only those 
applicants being considered will be contacted for an interview. Application deadline is February 6, 2021 


